Conspicuous Plumage Does Not Increase Predation Risk: A Continent-Wide Test Using Model Songbirds
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ABSTRACT: The forces shaping female plumage color have long been debated but remain unresolved. Females may benefit from conspicuous colors but are also expected to suffer costs. Predation is one potential cost, but few studies have explicitly investigated the relationship between predation risk and coloration. The fairy-wrens show pronounced variation in female coloration and reside in a wide variety of habitats across Australasia. Species with more conspicuous females are found in denser habitats, suggesting that conspicuousness in open habitat increases vulnerability to predators. To test this, we measured attack rates on 3-D-printed models mimicking conspicuously colored males and females and dull females in eight different fairy-wren habitats across Australia. Attack rates were higher in open habitats and at higher latitudes. Contrary to our predictions, dull female models were attacked at similar rates to the conspicuous models. Further, the probability of attack in open habitats increased more for both types of female models than for the conspicuous male model. Across models, the degree of contrast (chromatic and achromatic) to environmental backgrounds was unrelated to predation rate. These findings do not support the long-standing hypothesis that conspicuous plumage, in isolation, is costly due to increased attraction of predators. Our results indicate that conspicuousness interacts with other factors in driving the evolution of plumage coloration.
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Introduction

The function of bird coloration and the evolutionary forces that shape its variation are a classic topic in evolutionary biology, dating back to debates between Darwin and Wallace (Darwin 1872; Wallace 1891; Amundsen 2000b). Conspicuous coloration is generally regarded as costly in terms of natural selection, increasing predation risk and requiring energy to produce or maintain (Andersson 1994). However, recent work has shown that conspicuous plumage in females has historically been considered a function of their shared genetic architecture, a nonfunctional by-product of strong selection on males leading to a correlated response in females (Lande 1980; Amundsen 2000b). Further, phylogenetic work has shown that changes in species coloration and sexual dichromatism are typically the cause of gains or losses of conspicuous colors in females rather than changes in male coloration (Irwin 1994; Price and Birch 1996; Burns 1998; Dale et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015). Given that selection is actively shaping female plumage and that females often benefit from conspicuous colors, it appears that the more pertinent question is why females are sometimes colorful but why so many females are dull. The predominant explanation is that conspicuous coloration is costly because it increases detectability by predators.
and thus predation risk. This explanation has found support in a variety of taxa; conspicuously colored or contrasting prey often attract more predator attention (Godin and McDonough 2003; Huhta et al. 2003; Stuart-Fox et al. 2003; Vignieri et al. 2010). However, the pattern is not clear in birds. Though some comparative studies suggest that conspicuous plumage can increase predation risk at the nest (Promislow et al. 1992, 1994; Martin 1995; Burns 1998; Dunn et al. 2015), a recent broadscale examination of songbird dichromatism found that sex differences in color were unrelated to nest attendance (Matysiosková et al. 2017). Further, there are few empirical studies that show a direct increase in actual predation risk for adult birds due to more conspicuous plumage (Caldwell 1986; Huhta et al. 2003). In fact, many studies report the opposite pattern, that is, that predators often preferentially attack cryptic rather than conspicuous birds (Götmark 1992, 1994; Götmark and Unger 1994; Götmark and Hohlfält 1995; Ruiz-Rodriguez et al. 2013). This may be due to behavioral differences; during the breeding season, females (which tend to be more cryptic) have greater caloric needs and may be more willing to take risks (Götmark and Unger 1994; Powolny et al. 2014), and dull plumaged birds of both sexes may be less vigilant (McQueen et al. 2017). Alternatively, predator preferences for cryptic individuals may stem from conspicuously colored individuals being more difficult to catch (the unprofitable prey hypothesis; Baker and Parker 1979). These conflicting patterns suggest that this relationship may be less straightforward than is often assumed and that explicit tests of the relationship between color and predation risk are required.

Predator pressure is the end result of a combination of many factors such as detectability (conspicuousness against background), habitat structure (which may affect detectability), predator density, and predator type (some predators rely more heavily on visual cues than others; Endler 1978). Thus, the costs of conspicuous plumage are likely to vary across habitats; for example, conspicuous colors may be more costly in open habitats as conspicuousness increases the risk of detection by a visual predator. Further, though background color plays an important role in how detectable an animal is (Endler 1978), previous studies examining the role of plumage conspicuousness in predation did not account for how conspicuous a prey item is in different backgrounds. Similarly, latitude is often strongly associated with predation pressure (Diaz et al. 2013; Roslin et al. 2017), but there are many potential mechanisms underlying that relationship. For instance, for model caterpillars, predation by ectothermic arthropods was higher close to the equator (where temperatures are consistently warmer), but attacks by endothermic birds and mammals showed no relationship with latitude (Roslin et al. 2017). This suggests that habitat and latitude may have important and interacting effects on relationships between conspicuousness/color and predation risk.

Here, we use an experimental approach to determine whether and how predation pressure is related to vegetative cover, latitude, sex, and conspicuousness using 3-D-printed model fairy-wrens, a genus of songbirds (Malurus) with pronounced interspecific variation in the conspicuousness of female plumage. Model fairy-wrens were painted to mimic conspicuously colored males, conspicuously colored females, and dull females and placed in eight habitats across Australia. We tested whether the strength and direction of the relationships between predation, latitude, and vegetation structure differed for conspicuous versus dull individuals or males versus females. We predicted that predation rates would be higher in open habitats (due to increased visibility), higher when models contrast more with environmental backgrounds (due to increased detectability), and higher when further from the equator (Johnson et al. 2013; Karubian 2013; Dale et al. 2015; Price 2015; Simpson et al. 2015; Medina et al. 2017). We also predicted that the conspicuous male and female models would suffer disproportionately higher attack rates than the cryptic, dull female model, particularly in open habitat. Because the models were stationary and provided only visual cues, we could isolate color from other factors that influence predation risk such as behavior.

Material and Methods

Study System

The Malurids (fairy-wrens, emu-wrens, and grasswrens) are an excellent group for investigating the eco-evolutionary forces that shape female coloration. Male nuptial plumage is conspicuous in all species of fairy-wrens and emu-wrens (though not in grasswrens). In contrast, female color varies widely across species (from drab brown to strikingly blue and white; fig. 1) and appears to be responding to current or recent selective pressures (Johnson et al. 2013; Karubian 2013). Yet despite these marked differences in plumage and habitat, this clade remains consistent in breeding biology. In all species, the female alone constructs a domed nest and incubates and broods the young; the male and subordinates assist only in provisioning and nest defense (Rowley and Russell 1997).

Previous work has shown that female plumage is more conspicuous in species that reside closer to the equator (Karubian et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2013; Karubian 2013). However, Malurids live in habitats that span desert scrubland to tropical rain forest (fig. 1; Karubian 2013), and many environmental variables change with latitude (rainfall, vegetation, predator guilds, etc.). A separate study identified a specific environmental variable—vegetative cover—that appears to be related to female, but not male, plumage.
conspicuousness in this family (Medina et al. 2017). Avian predators are the most common cause of (extrinsic) mortality for foraging adult fairy-wrens (Rowley and Russell 1997; McQueen et al. 2017), and most avian predators rely on visual cues while hunting. Taken together, this suggests that predation may make conspicuous coloration more costly, particularly in open habitats and at high latitudes, and thus the previously observed latitudinal patterns in female coloration are driven by differences in vegetation altering the levels of predation pressure.

Model Design and Construction

We created three different types of model fairy-wren: conspicuous male, dull female, and conspicuous female, representing a male and female purple-backed fairy-wren (subspecies Malurus assimilis assimilis) and a female lovely fairy-wren (Malurus amabilis), respectively (fig. 1c). The Malurus genus includes 10 Australian species, with three subgroups (Driskell et al. 2011; Joseph et al. 2013; Marki et al. 2017; McLean et al. 2017). Female plumage shows the greatest variation in the chestnut-shouldered subgroup, ranging from the dull brown of female purple-backed fairy-wrens (M. a. assimilis) to the conspicuous blue/white female of the lovely fairy-wren (M. amabilis; fig. 1). The exact nature of the relationship between purple-backed and lovely fairy-wrens is still unresolved, but they are likely to be sister species (McLean et al. 2012, 2017; Joseph et al. 2013). Male purple-backed and lovely fairy-wrens have very similar patterns and colors, though male lovely fairy-wrens are slightly darker blue (fig. 1).

To build the models, we first created a 3-D model of a fairy-wren by scanning at the University of Melbourne Digitisation Centre a taxidermic mount of a female superb fairy-wren (Malurus cyaneus) on loan from the Melbourne Museum. This species is similar in size and shape to the species used for the experiment (Rowley and Russell 1997). We used 3-D printers at the University of Melbourne School of Engineering to produce 60 exact replicates in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic (see appendix, available online) and painted them with Resene (Lower Hutt, New Zealand).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site code</th>
<th>Site (clockwise on map)</th>
<th>Veg score</th>
<th>Lat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>AWC’s Mornington Wildlife Sanctuary riparian forest in monsoonal grassland</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD</td>
<td>Kakadu National Park sandstone outcrops in monsoonal grassland</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Cairns area tropical rainforest</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Lake Samsonvale area temperate mixed forest/grassland</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Campbell Park dry, open eucalypt forest</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Serendip Sanctuary dry, open eucalypt forest</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>Brookfield Conservation Park mallee scrub</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Smithbrook Nature Reserve temperate eucalypt rainforest</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-34.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
paint. For the white plumage on the belly of all three models and the eye mask of the conspicuous female (fig. 1), which reflect in ultraviolet (UV) light, we used UV reflective paints designed for duck decoys (Reel Wing Decoys, Fargo, ND). To increase the realism of the model, the tails were detached at the base and reattached with a spring. This permitted small tail movements in response to slight breezes, mimicking fairy-wren movements while foraging. On the ventral surface of each model, we glued a strong magnet, which allowed us to attach the model to a metal stake. This prevented the models from being dislodged by wind, while also allowing for noticeable disturbance by animals. We used preliminary trials to confirm that magnet strength was sufficient in strong wind and to optimize camera positioning; models were never dislodged by wind. Each exemplar (individual model) was labeled with a unique identifier on the bottom of the magnet. Visual modeling (Vorobyev and Osorio 1998) indicated that the hand-painted models were very similar in color to their natural counterparts (contrast was less than 1.5 just noticeable differences [JND]) for all three models) and have similar contrast to natural backgrounds (less than 2.5 JND); see “Model Matching and Contrast with Natural Counterparts” in the appendix.

Field Sites and Vegetation Cover

We selected eight field sites (fig. 1) occupied by fairy-wrens with habitat structure varying from very closed to very open. To objectively assess vegetative cover, we downloaded from the Wisconsin Center for Sustainability and the Global Environment (nelson.wisc.edu) three raster files with information on potential vegetation, evapotranspiration, and net primary productivity (NPP); we also downloaded the leaf area index (LAI) and enhanced vegetation index (EVI) from the Atlas of Living Australia (www.ala.org.au). We extracted these values for each starting coordinate of all transects using the free software QGIS. Because the data in the five raster files were highly correlated, we used these measures to generate a principal component using the covariance matrices. The first principal component (PC1) obtained from this analysis represented 55% of the variation (eigenvalue: 2.8; loadings—potential vegetation: –0.364; evapotranspiration: 0.3767; NPP mean: 0.5315; LAI: 0.4781; EVI: 0.4627). High PC1 values (vegetation score) represent areas with high vegetation density (e.g., dense forests), whereas low values represent open areas (e.g., grasslands and savannahs).

Predation Experiments

At each site, we set up 4–7 separate transects of 60 models (20 each of the three model types; see above). Models were placed approximately 5 m apart on bare ground or in short vegetation that did not obscure the model to simulate foraging birds (all fairy-wren species are frequently found foraging on or near the ground; Tidemann 2016). Fairy-wrens are cooperative breeders and are commonly observed foraging in small groups, so such densities are well within normal observations. Models were placed in alternating order (conspicuous male, conspicuous female, dull female × 20). We recorded the unique identifier for each model as it was placed. All models were set out between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. and remained in place for 48 h. Transects were run one at a time; that is, all 60 models were placed on a single transect, left in place for 48 h, and then set into a new transect. In the event of heavy wind or rain, we waited an extra 24–48 h or until the weather subsided before starting a new transect.

The orientation of each transect depended on field site topography, and transects were arranged at least 200 m apart. Every 24 h, all models were checked for signs of attack by a predator (hit; e.g., knocked off stake or knocked sideways but still held onto stake by the magnet). Models hit in the first 24 h were repositioned. We set transects six times at the Lake Samsonvale site, seven times at the Mornington site, four times at the Serendip site, and five times for the remaining five field sites, for a total of 2,511 unique model placements (~5 transects of 60 models, eight field sites). To confirm that models that were knocked off their perches (hit) were actual attacks and to identify the predators, we monitored 2–6 models in every transect using two Bushnell Aggressor (Kansas City, MO) camera traps placed near the mounts. All camera footage was then inspected visually to determine which animals interacted with the models and whether the animals attacked the model, failed to contact the model, or dislodged it accidently without attacking (see table A4 and “Camera-Monitored Models” in the appendix; tables A1–A5 are available online).

Site-Specific Model Contrast against Backgrounds

One component of detectability or conspicuousness is the amount of chromatic and achromatic contrast that an animal shows relative to its background habitat (Endler 1978; Delhey et al. 2013). To determine whether the degree of contrast varied across field sites and whether contrast was related to the frequency of attack, we compared the reflectance spectra of each model with backgrounds at each study site (excluding Serendip). Because all replicates of each model type were painted with the same paints at the same time, model spectra were taken from a single model exemplar. To quantify background spectra, we randomly selected five model locations at each study site. At each location, measurements of background colors were taken around the model on the ground it was placed on (e.g., sand, rock, grass). Spectra were measured with a Jaz spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Largo, FL) 10–15 times at each model location (50–75 spectra per field site). Spectra were collected in the same standardized man-
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ner and with the same equipment used to measure the model spectra. We also measured latency of human observers to locate the models on seven transects at three field sites (for further detail, see "Model Conspicuousness to Human Observers" in the appendix). While human vision is more limited than avian vision, recent work suggests that, within the visual spectrum, human vision is capable of discerning most of the meaningful variation in bird plumage (Bergeron and Fuller 2018).

Analysis

We used visual modeling to calculate the chromatic and achromatic contrasts, as perceived by the avian visual system, between the color of the models and their natural counterparts, and between models and the site-specific background spectra (following Delhey et al. 2013; R code as in Delhey et al. 2015). These contrasts, or visual distances, were averaged according to the proportion of the model that was covered in that plumage patch to produce a weighted composite contrast value (more detail in “Model Matching and Contrast with Natural Counterparts” in the appendix). Because we were interested in how contrast related to avian predation pressure, we used violet-sensitive (V-type) visual sensitivities (Endler and Mielke 2005), which correspond to most avian predators (e.g., falcons, hawks, kingfishers; Ödeen and Håstad 2013). However, we repeated all calculations using ultraviolet-sensitive (U-type) visual sensitivities to assess the effect of variation in this parameter on our conclusions. All computations were completed in R, version 3.4.0 (R Core Team 2017).

To determine which factors influenced predation risk and how those relationships differed among 3-D models, we used generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with a binomial error distribution (lme4 package). The response variable was whether the 3-D model was hit (yes/no), explanatory variables included model type (conspicuous male, conspicuous female, dull female), and latitude and site-specific measures. However, because model contrast measures were correlated with vegetation scores and latitude (table A5), we used two separate analyses to avoid problems of collinearity (Freekleton et al. 2016). In the first analysis, we examined how landscape-level factors influenced predation rates and whether those effects differed according to model type. To do so, we examined the effect of vegetation PC and latitude (both standardized), as well as interactions between model type and the other two variables. In the second model, we examined whether model contrasts (using V-type sensitivities) with the site-specific backgrounds influenced predation rates and whether those effects differed according to model type (see appendix for analysis using U-type sensitivities). To do so, we examined the effect of chromatic contrast and achromatic contrast (both standardized) and interactions between model type and both chromatic and achromatic contrasts.

For both analyses, we also included site (large-scale location; fig. 1) and model ID as random effects to account for nonindependence of the data. Because one site had a high number of false hits (Campbell Park; see below), we repeated these analyses excluding that site; both versions of the models are presented. All analyses were run in R, version 3.4.0 (R Core Team 2017; package lme4: Bates et al. 2014). Data for analyses are deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.t63qq52 (Cain et al. 2019).

Results

Overall, 331 of the 2,511 unique model placements (13.2%) were hit (dislodged). There was no overall difference in the number of each model type attacked (percentage hit by model type: conspicuous male 12.9%; conspicuous female 13.1%; dull female 13.6%). However, hit rates varied dramatically between sites (4% at Lake Samsonvale to 47% at Campbell Park). Of the camera-monitored models (table A4; N = 81), we recorded 13 hits: nine instances where the model was attacked and four instances where the model was dislodged with no evidence of attack, that is, false hits (e.g., knocked over while foraging). All occurrences of false attacks were at Campbell Park, where there were seven total hits captured by photograph: three actual attacks and four false hits. Cases of false hits involved the model being dislodged by a foraging eastern grey kangaroo (Macropus giganteus) or European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus). Across all sites, animals recorded attacking the models were predominately birds (three times by an Australian magpie Cracticus tibicen; once by a currawong Strepera graculina, both avian predators; and three times by a white-winged chough Corcorax melanorhamphos, an avian ground-foraging generalist; fig. A6; figs. A1–A7 are available online), but in two instances, we observed mammals biting the model (red fox Vulpes vulpes, swamp wallaby Wallabia bicolor). During preliminary tests, we recorded two additional attacks (both times by laughing kookaburra Dacelo novaeguineae, an avian predator; fig. A6).

Associations between Latitude, Vegetation, and Predation Risk

At the landscape level, attack rates were lower when closer to the equator for all model types (table 1). Attack rates were also lower in more closed habitats (higher vegetation scores). This effect varied according to model type (table 1a) but in the opposite direction to our predictions. Attack rates increased in open habitat more for the dull and conspicuous female models than for the conspicuous male (fig. 2). Conversely, the probability of attack was reduced in closed habitat for all models but at a higher rate for the female models than the male model (fig. 2a). Excluding the site with detected false hits (table 1b; Campbell Park) or examining only the
subset of models that were monitored by cameras (results in "Camera-Monitored Models" in the appendix) did not alter these patterns. Excluding the conspicuous female model (which was novel in five of the eight study sites) also had no overall effect on the observed patterns (results in "Novel Model Type" in the appendix).

Associations between Plumage Contrast and Predation Risk
The degree to which models contrasted with background habitat color varied according to both latitude and vegetation score. Most notably, chromatic contrast increased as habitats became more closed and at latitudes closer to the equator (see table A5). As expected, dull female models contrasted less than the conspicuous models in all habitats. The average chromatic contrast for the dull female across all habitats (5.8 ± 0.2 JND for V-type eyes, 4.1 ± 0.2 JND for U-type eyes) was lower than the contrast for the other two models using both U and V vision models (conspicuous female: V 7.4 ± 0.3 JND, U 7.9 ± 0.3 JND; conspicuous male: V 7.9 ± 0.3 JND, U 8.4 ± 0.2 JND; V-type eyes: ANOVA $F_{2,21} = 78.9$, $P < .0001$, U-type eyes: $F_{2,21} = 76.9$, $P <$

| Table 1: Summary of generalized linear mixed models (binomial, logit error link) testing for effects of latitude, vegetation, and model type on the probability of a model being hit |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Fixed effects                   | Estimate ± SE   | z values/χ²     | P value         |
| a. Hit (y/n), $N = 2,511$, χ² = 26, $P = .001$, including all data |
| Intercept                       | −2.3 ± 2        | .08             | .9              |
| Model type                      |                |                 |                 |
| Conspicuous female              | −.06 ± 2        | −3              | .8              |
| Conspicuous male                | .2 ± 2          | .8              | .4              |
| Vegetation score                | −.7 ± 2         | −2.9            | .004            |
| Latitude                        | −.7 ± 2         | −3.2            | .002            |
| Model type × vegetation score   | 8.2             | .02             |                 |
| Conspicuous female × vegetation | −.1 ± 2         | −6              | .58             |
| Conspicuous male × vegetation   | .4 ± 2          | 2.1             | .036            |
| Model type × latitude           | 1.3             | .5              |                 |
| Conspicuous female × latitude   | .05 ± 2         | .3              | .8              |
| Conspicuous male × latitude     | .2 ± 2          | 1.1             | .3              |
| b. Hit (y/n), $N = 2,214$, χ² = 86.5, $P < .0001$, excluding Campbell Park |
| Intercept                       | −2.5 ± 2        | .3              | .9              |
| Model type                      |                |                 |                 |
| Conspicuous female              | −.1 ± 2         | −5              | .63             |
| Conspicuous male                | .16 ± 2         | .8              | .4              |
| Vegetation score                | −.57 ± .18      | −3.1            | .002            |
| Latitude                        | −.60 ± .16      | −3.8            | .0002           |
| Model type × vegetation score   | 8.3             | .02             |                 |
| Conspicuous female × vegetation | −.13 ± .24      | −6              | .6              |
| Conspicuous male × vegetation   | .44 ± .21       | 2.1             | .03             |
| Model type × latitude           | 1.1             | .6              |                 |
| Conspicuous female × latitude   | .09 ± .20       | .5              | .6              |
| Conspicuous male × latitude     | .20 ± .19       | 1.1             | .3              |
| Random effects:                 |                |                 |                 |
| Unique model ID                 | .004 ± .07      | .3              | .5              |
| Study site                      |                 |                 |                 |
| Variance ± SD                   |                |                 |                 |

Note: Provided are χ² values for main effects and z-values for parameter estimates. Negative estimates indicate a reduction in the probability of attack, relative to the intercept and reference levels of factors. Boldface indicates significant effects.

 relativ to dull female.
Figure 2: Probability of attack for different model types in relation to vegetation score (a) and latitude for each study site (b; indicated with site code that corresponds to fig. 1). Trend lines are based on the model estimates from table 1a; data points are the percentage of models attacked with standard errors for each study site (see table 1). Overlapping points are jittered slightly for visual clarity.
Achromatic contrast showed similar patterns, though the differences between models were less than 1 JND and thus unlikely to be detectable or biologically relevant (dull female: 3.3 ± 0.1 JND; conspicuous female: 3.8 ± 0.1 JND; conspicuous male: 4.0 ± 0.1 JND; 3.7 ± 0.3 JND; ANOVA $F_{5, n} = 10.8, P = .0008$). These model contrast differences were reflected in the latencies of human observers to locate models; human observers in all sites took significantly more time to find the dull female model (fig. A5; table A2).

Contrary to our predictions, the probability of being attacked was negatively but not significantly associated with chromatic contrast and unrelated to achromatic contrast. Neither relationship varied according to model type (fig. 3; table 2a, model including all sites except Serendip, where no background measurements were taken). Excluding the site with detected false hits (table 2b, Campbell Park), the negative relationship between chromatic contrast and the probability of predation was statistically significant for all model types. Further, there was a significant effect of model type such that the dull female model was attacked more frequently, after controlling for contrast, than the other model types. Achromatic contrast was not a significant predictor in this model; nor were there significant model type interactions with achromatic contrast (table 2b). Models using U-type sensitivities showed the same patterns with weaker effects (table A3).

**Discussion**

We investigated how vegetation, latitude, and plumage conspicuousness influence predation pressure across Australia using 3-D models that mimicked males and females that differed in degree of plumage conspicuousness. We found that for all model types, predation risk was greater at higher latitudes and in more open habitat. Unexpectedly, we found no relationship between overall attack frequency and the conspicuousness of the model (i.e., model type—conspicuous male, conspicuous female, and dull female) or the degree to which the models contrasted with their backgrounds. Further, we predicted that the increased attack rates in open habitats would be more exaggerated in the conspicuous models but instead found that the rate of increase in attack rate was greater for the two female models than for the highly contrasting conspicuous male models. To our knowledge, these data provide the first estimates of predation pressure on adult birds across Australia and reveal important differences in the selective environment birds face in different habitats. However, these findings provide no support for the hypothesis that increased conspicuousness is associated with greater predation pressure.

We are not aware of any other studies that so explicitly examine the relationship between color and predation risk, particularly at such a large scale and while also considering local background color and contrast. However, all studies have limitations, and there are important caveats to consider when interpreting our results. First, it is important to note that we did not quantify predator attention, only attack rates, and predators may not attack the first model they observed. Fairy-wrens are group living, and predators may be selective about which group member they attack. In other words, predators may use conspicuous group members to locate their preferred targets. It is also unlikely that we estimated total predation pressure. Our models provided only visual stimuli and very limited movement. While avian predators rely on visual cues, reptilian (e.g., snakes and monitor lizards) and mammalian predators may rely on other cues that our models did not provide (smell, sound, body heat). Thus, our estimates are more likely to reflect relative risk to avian predators associated with conspicuous coloration across sites rather than total predator risk. Nevertheless, avian predators are the most likely source of mortality for a foraging adult fairy-wren (Rowley and Russell 1997; McQueen et al. 2017), and this pattern was reflected in the camera-recorded attacks. Further, because the models are not moving, our results allow us to disentangle color from behavior as a factor driving predation risk. It is also important to note that our predation pressure estimates are for foraging birds rather than birds on the nest, which likely experience different predator pressures. Future research could use a similar approach to address how color, latitude, and habitat interact to influence predation at the nest. Finally, we monitored only a small proportion of the models with cameras and observed some false hits (moved but not attacked). Though these false hits were only observed in one population and excluding that population had no effect on the overall result, we cannot determine whether this also occurred at other sites or whether false hits diluted or strengthened the actual predation patterns.

**Latitude and Predation**

Latitude is strongly associated with the frequency and type of biotic interactions, such as predator/prey interactions, that are driven by changes in the abundance and species composition of different functional groups (McKinnon et al. 2010; Diaz et al. 2013; Roslin et al. 2017). Other large-scale studies have found strong latitudinal patterns in predation, generally increasing closer to the equator. For instance, global arthropod predation pressure increases closer to the equator (Roslin et al. 2017), and raptor abundance decreases at very high latitudes (Díaz et al. 2013). However, most studies examining latitude relationships with predation pressure in birds have focused on latitudinal patterns in nest predation rather than adults (e.g., McKinnon et al. 2010; Martin 2015) or inferred predation pressure from raptor densities (Díaz et al. 2013).
Figure 3: Probability of attack for different model types in relation to chromatic contrast for V-type eyes (U-type eyes are similar; see text; a) and achromatic contrast (b). Trend lines are based on the model estimates from table 2; data points are the percentage of models attacked with standard errors for each study site (see table 2).
Counter to most latitudinal studies, we found that predation pressure increased with distance from the equator. Previous comparative studies in the Maluridae family (fairy-wrens, emu-wrens, and grasswrens) have found that female coloration is most conspicuous close to the equator (Johnson et al. 2013; Karubian 2013). Our results suggest that weaker predation pressure close to the equator may be a contributing factor in this pattern. It also suggests that predator abundance or density might increase with latitude, but further study is needed to resolve the mechanism underlying this pattern.

**Vegetative Structure**

Previous studies examining the role of vegetation in predation pressure have produced mixed results. In North America, predation rates in savannah sparrows (*Passerculus sand-*)
wichensis) and song sparrows (Melospiza melodia) were higher in mowed pasture than in unmowed pasture (Watts 1990). In contrast, a review examining the effects of agricultural practices on foraging efficiency and predation risk found that for 15 of 20 species, open habitat (shorter vegetation) enhanced foraging efficiency and reduced predation risk, possibly because of improved predator detection (Whittingham and Evans 2004).

Our measure of vegetative cover—a composite of density, primary production, and structure—was strongly associated with predation pressure, over and above latitudinal variation. Our data suggest that adult birds living in open Australian habitats experience higher predation pressure than those in closed habitat, though it is unclear whether this pattern is due to differences in detectability, predator density, or both. Either way, predation pressure is likely to be a stronger selective force for birds in open habitat than birds in closed habitat, which may favor more cryptic plumage, flocking, or vigilance in open habitat. Finally, higher predation in open habitats may have been exacerbated by our model design. Models had a small spring at the base of the tail to allow movement and improve similarity to real birds. When deployed in open habitat, models may have experienced higher wind speeds, resulting in greater tail movement, and attracting more predator attention. Unfortunately, we cannot rule out this possibility. However, this explanation would not explain the observed difference between model types in how attack frequency changed according to habitat structure (discussed below).

Model Contrasts with Background Environments

To our knowledge, no previous study has tested for a direct relationship between predation risk and conspicuousness relative to site-specific backgrounds in birds. However, similar studies in reptiles and invertebrates have reported that higher contrast increases predation risk. For example, brightly colored males are more conspicuous relative to their backgrounds and suffer higher predation risk in Australian rock dragons (Ctenophorus sp.; Stuart-Fox et al. 2003), and Australian fiddler crabs (Uca vomeris) will reduce contrasting color patches within days of being moved into a simulated high-predation area (Hemmi et al. 2006). Further, studies in birds have also found a positive relationship between plumage conspicuousness and predation, though without considering backgrounds. For instance, the feathers of prey species found in sparrow hawk (Accipiter nisus) nests suggest that brighter plumage (as defined by human observers) increases predation risk in Finland (Huhta et al. 2003), and hawks in Panama were more likely to attack the contrasting, white, immature herons (Egretta caerulea) than the darker, blue adults (Caldwell 1986), though predators may also simply prefer more naïve targets. More recently, an experiment that compared raptor attack rates of conspicuous and cryptic models of the same species found that for four of the six species tested, the conspicuous models were attacked at higher rates (no differences for the other two species; Ruiz-Rodriguez et al. 2013), though here the cryptic models were novel, which may deter predators (Götmark 1994). Together, these data suggest that conspicuous plumage can increase detectability and predation pressure and thus be an important cost driving plumage color variation.

We found that model contrasts varied with the site-specific backgrounds, but we found no support for the hypothesis that increasing contrast increases predation pressure, as the two were not associated. In fact, when the site with observed false attacks was excluded, we found that within model type, increasing contrasts led to a small decrease in attack rates in all three models. Further, there was low variation in achromatic contrast (range 3–4 JNDs) and strong relationships between contrasts and both vegetation cover and latitude. This suggests that the observed relationships between contrast and predation may have been due to the relationships between contrast, vegetation, and latitude. We suggest strong caution is warranted when interpreting these results.

Lack of Model Differences in Predation Pressure

Because conspicuousness can increase predator detection (see above), we predicted that the model differences in color and contrast across study sites would drive differences in attack rates; that is, that the more conspicuous models (conspicuous male and female) would suffer higher predation pressure than the dull female model, particularly in open habitat, where visibility is improved. As predicted, human observers detected conspicuous models faster than the dull female model. However, we found no overall differences in attack rates according to model type. Further, we found that though there was an increase in attack rates in open habitat for all the models, the rate of increase was greater for the two female models than the conspicuous male models. Thus, although coloration and contrast likely play a role in predation pressure, the relationship is not as straightforward as is usually assumed—more conspicuous plumage did not lead to greater predation pressure.

Our results, though unexpected, join a substantial body of empirical evidence suggesting that predators often actively avoid males or conspicuous species or that predators preferentially attack females or cryptic species (Baker and Parker 1979; Götmark 1992, 1994; Götmark et al. 1997; Ruiz-Rodriguez et al. 2013). The unprofitable prey hypothesis argues that conspicuous birds advertise their unprofitability to predators and should consequently suffer less predation pressure than more cryptic birds (Baker and Parker 1979; Götmark and Unger 1994). Alternatively, targeting female-plumaged individuals may be an efficient strategy.
for predators because (1) juvenile birds often have female-like plumage and are less wary than adults (Nielsen and Drachmann 1999; Kullberg and Lind 2002); (2) females have considerably higher caloric requirements in the breeding season and may be less cautious or vigilant while foraging (Powolny et al. 2014); and (3) dull plumaged birds may be generally less vigilant than conspicuous birds, regardless of caloric needs. In support of this last possibility, a recent study in superb fairy-wrens (Malurus cyaneus) found that in the nonbreeding season, males in conspicuous blue and black nuptial plumage were more vigilant and risk averse than dull brown birds (both females and males in dull plumage; McQueen et al. 2017). Similar results emerge from comparative studies, which found no relationship between interspecies differences in plumage conspicuousness and male mortality in passerines and that females generally have higher mortality rates than males in passerines and waterfowl (Promislow et al. 1992, 1994), though here mortality includes adult predation, the costs of reproductive investment, and predation at the nest (females are more likely to be on the nest). Further research is needed to determine which mechanisms (male avoidance, female preference) are functioning in fairy-wren predators. However, regardless of the mechanism, the resulting pattern is the same—conspicuous colors were not associated with an increase in predation pressure.

Conclusion

It is a common and long-standing hypothesis that conspicuous plumage is costly due to increased vulnerability to predators and that this is a driving force in female plumage evolution (Wallace 1891). Our results support this hypothesis to some extent; predation pressure was higher in more open habitats and at higher latitudes (where females tend to be dull plumaged) and is likely to play a role in female coloration. However, conspicuous models were not attacked more frequently than cryptic models, and the increased predation pressure in open habitats occurred more dramatically for female models, both dull and conspicuous. These findings suggest a subtle but important caveat to this paradigm. Rather than selection against conspicuous colors per se, it may be that it is the interplay of predator behavior, sex differences in behavior (e.g., vigilance), and conspicuousness against particular environmental backgrounds that is costly for females rather than conspicuous colors alone. This finding adds to others suggesting that differences in costs, relative to benefits, are often an important and understudied factor underlying species differences in the expression of conspicuous traits in females (Promislow et al. 1992; Cain and Rosvall 2014).
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